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ANS is committed to advancing, fostering, and promoting the development and application of nuclear sciences and technologies to benefit society.
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Explore the many uses for nuclear science and its impact on energy, the environment, healthcare, food, and more.
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Robotics & Remote Systems
The Mission of the Robotics and Remote Systems Division is to promote the development and application of immersive simulation, robotics, and remote systems for hazardous environments for the purpose of reducing hazardous exposure to individuals, reducing environmental hazards and reducing the cost of performing work.
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2024 ANS Annual Conference
June 16–19, 2024
Las Vegas, NV|Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino
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The Standards Committee is responsible for the development and maintenance of voluntary consensus standards that address the design, analysis, and operation of components, systems, and facilities related to the application of nuclear science and technology. Find out What’s New, check out the Standards Store, or Get Involved today!
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	Latest News
DOE announced awards to support nuclear research and education
To help expand access to clean nuclear energy, the Department of Energy announced it has awarded more than $19.1 million to support nuclear energy research and development, university nuclear infrastructure, and undergraduate and graduate education.
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Technology of Fusion Energy (TOFE)
June 12–16, 2022
Anaheim, CA|Hilton Anaheim









EMBEDDED TOPICAL MEETING


We would like to invite you to attend the Technology of Fusion Energy (TOFE 2022) meeting now embedded in the ANS Annual Meeting in Anaheim, CA at the Anaheim Hilton from June 12th to the 16th, 2022.
TOFE 2022 features abstracts and papers detailing outstanding research in the field of fusion science and technology







Attention Authors
You are invited to submit your work for a special issue of Fusion Science and  Technology. Details






					

	
Organizers
	General Chair:
	Ales Necas (TAE Technologies Inc)

	
	

	Technical Program Chair:
	Paul Humrickhouse (ORNL)

	

	Publications Chair:
	Leigh Winfrey (Penn State Univ.)

	
	

	Student Program Chair:
	Lauren Garrison (ORNL)




	





					

	
Files
TOFE 2022 Schedule at a Glance
TOFE 22 Call for Papers
TOFE 2022 Abstract Template
TOFE 2022 Speaker Presentation Power Point Template
TAE Guest Form

Speaker Instructions
Session Chair Instructions
TOFE 2022 Journal Submission Instructions
Poster Template TOFE 2022


Links
Submit an abstract






					

	
Fusion Science and Technology TOFE 2022 Special Issue Invitation
Dear TOFE 2022 Authors,


TOFE 2022 has partnered with Fusion Science and Technology (FST) to publish a special issue of papers derived from the conference. You are invited to submit your work for consideration in the issue. If interested, please contact the journal office (fst@ans.org) and/or submit directly into FST’s peer review system before September 15, 2022.
Details:
	Your submitted paper must be different from your conference submission and include updated results to meet the criteria for publication in an archival journal.
	Your paper will undergo additional peer review. This invitation is not a guarantee of acceptance or publication.
	Standard publication in FST is free of charge. Open access publication is available for a fee ($2575 per paper).
	There is no restriction on length. Please follow submission guidelines at the journal’s website.
	Accepted papers are published online ahead of print, immediately following copyediting and typesetting. The compiled special issue will follow, with print publication estimated for 2023.

Submission instructions:
	Visit FST’s Editorial Manager peer review system at https://www.editorialmanager.com/fst/default1.aspx.
	Select the article type "TOFE 2022 Paper" or "TOFE 2022 Student Paper," as applicable. In your manuscript notes, please write, “This paper is intended for consideration in the TOFE 2022 special issue.”
	Having trouble? Email fst@ans.org with any questions.

I also welcome any questions to me directly at lwinfrey@sunymaritime.edu. We are looking forward to your submission.
My very best,
Dr. Leigh Winfrey
Fusion Science and Technology Editor-in-Chief
https://www.tandfonline.com/journals/ufst20
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				Advancing nuclear science and technology for the benefit of humanity
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